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A. CANAL PRECINCT HIA: SUPPLEMENTARY REPORT 2: CASE NUMBER 

17062701AS062M 
 
 1. INTRODUCTION 
 

This supplementary report to the Canal Precinct HIA is framed in response to the 
IACOM Interim Comment dated 21 December 2017. 
 
The Interim Comment provided a summary statement as follows: 
 

“The Committee is largely supportive of the proposals as tabled. However, 
the concern in respect of the heights of blocks L1, M and K remain, and in 
this regard the Committee requests that the applicants provide motivation 
as to why they believe this is an appropriate typology in this particular 
location, balanced against the significance of the V&A as a heritage 
resource. 
 
The committee awaits the supplementary submission responding 
specifically to the concerns raised above.” 

 
The Interim Comment is included as Appendix 1. 
 
The supplementary submission, prepared by GAPP Urban Design, addresses the 
concerns raised in the Interim Comment and is included as an attachment. 
 
This covering letter does not deal with the specific points raised in the Interim 
Comment which are analysed in the Urban Design Report. Rather it addresses 
what is considered to be the core issue and makes a recommendation accordingly. 

 
2. THE V&AW AS A HERITAGE RESOURCE 

 
 The core issue is summarized in the preamble to the specific concerns raised in the 

Interim Comment. 
 

“The Committee noted that whilst the different precincts within the V&A 
Waterfront each have their character and built form, the V&A, as part of the 
Cape Town Harbour Area, as a whole is considered a heritage resource and 
is a regional destination with a distinct sense of place”. 

 
The conceptualization of the V&A as a distinct entity, which can be considered 
holistically is contested. As acknowledged in the statement above, the V&AW 
comprises a number of distinct precincts or character areas, each with a different 
urban spatial morphology and each with a range of heritage issues and heritage 
resources which reflect a range of heritage criteria and each of which have specific 
requirements in terms of heritage management. 
 
The cluster of late nineteenth century buildings, which represent a relatively fine 
grain and texture, is fundamentally different to the relatively coarse-grained, big box 
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structures in the area known as the Canal Precinct which is the subject of this 
submission. 
 
One component of area character relates to the proximity to the Central City. It is 
the central concept of the present HIA, and the large number of both precinct and 
SDP HIAs that have been submitted over a number of years, that there is a 
gradient in terms of land use intensity, and the nature of heritage significance, from 
the areas adjacent to the central city to the areas clustered around the Victoria and 
Alfred basins. 
 
The former cannot be regarded as harbour related; they are located on reclaimed 
land, and land uses from the beginning of the twentieth century are not harbour 
related. 
 
The conceptualization of the V&AW as a distinctive character area, and a heritage 
resource in itself, is thus questioned. The city of Cape Town is regarded as a 
harbour city. The V&AW, as a whole, is not a separate distinctive harbour 
component. The cadastral line which defines the V&AW is arbitrary and has 
changed over time. 
 
A cadastral line which reflects property ownership cannot be considered to confer 
heritage status as implied in the Interim Comment. 
 
As acknowledged in the Comment, the V&AW comprises a number of character 
areas, each with particular heritage significance and urban design and heritage 
imperatives. 
 
The accompanying Urban Design Report analyses the nature of these character 
areas and their different resiliencies in terms of the capacity to accommodate 
further development without impacting negatively on the heritage resources 
identified. 
 
The report includes two dimensional plans of the greater Central City and the 
V&AW indicating: 
 

 The various character areas evident within the broader study area. Character 
areas are defined by grain, texture, height and land use. In response to the 
discussion at the last IACOM meeting, gateways, landmarks, destinations, 
and major public spaces and pathways/routes are illustrated. 

 

 Notable existing and proposed tall buildings from Green Point across the 
V&AW to Culemborg. 

 

 Primary heritage assets, particularly related to coastal fortifications, from the 
Castle to Fort Wynyard. 

 

 Proposed development in the immediate vicinity including Port Gateway and 
the Foreshore Freeway development. The area is undergoing substantial 
change which will have a high impact on area character. 

 

 A section from the mountain to the sea/harbour placing the heights in the 
Canal precinct within the broader context. 
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 A central city skyline view (from Big Bay/Milnerton) extending from 
Culemborg to Mouille Point illustrating the change in the city skyline. 

 
The drawings and analysis emphasize the primary point made above that the 
V&AW is not one coherent, homogenous area but comprises a range of character 
areas which transcend and bear little relationship to property boundaries and 
cadastral lines. 
 
It is also evident that the height profile of the central city is undergoing dramatic 
change, with greater heights evident on the Foreshore and particularly towards 
the north at the interface with the V&AW. 
 
The character analysis also reinforces the contention that the Canal District is not 
a “harbour front” precinct but rather comprises two-character areas; one to the 
east of Dock Road which represents an extension of the Roggebaai Canal, and to 
the west the mixed use/apartment/hotel/commercial zone associated with the 
lower de Waterkant/Somerset Road area. 
 
The urban design report includes views and sections along Dock Road to indicate 
“best practice” directives on the appropriate height to width ratios for “great 
streets”.  
 
The public realm within the precinct is substantially illustrated to: 
 
 Highlight that the coverage of the development packages is only 35% (the 

actual buildings will be lower than the packages indicated). 
 
 Indicate the intention to activate the ground level of buildings opening onto 

the important public spaces. 
 
 Emphasize the need for buildings to create a sense of enclosure by 

highlighting the need for blocks K & J to retain sufficient height to hold and 
define the southern end of the park. 

 
 Indicate that the scale and locational significance at the threshold between 

the central city and the canal precinct related to the ‘forecourt space’ at the 
junction of Dock Road and Buitengracht Street provides the opportunity for a 
landmark building on block L. 

 
 However, following the debates and discussions at the last IACOM meeting, 

and the evident concerns of the committee relating to a tower typology in the 
V&AW, the tower building on block L has been removed and the height 
reduced from 94m to 68m. 

 
 

 5. CONCLUSIONS 
 
 It is concluded that the property entity known as the V&A Waterfront Holdings 

(Pty) Ltd cannot be concluded to represent a heritage resource. Cadastral 
boundaries and ownership bear little relation if any, to heritage significance. 

 
 The Canal precinct is located at the interface with the central city. The 

precinct has been the subject of a number of heritage studies over the last 
five years. The series of heritage indicators that have been formulated 
throughout the process have all been endorsed by HWC. In line with these 
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endorsements, Battery Park, a major public amenity, has been established in 
acknowledgement of the former Amsterdam Battery. 

 
 The heritage indicators, relating primarily to the conservation of the remaining 

fragment of the Amsterdam Battery and the formulation of appropriate 
directives to ensure an appropriate context, and the retention of views 
towards significant heritage resources, including the synchrolift and Grain 
Silo complex have been incorporated in the layout proposed. 

 
 The conceptualization of the V&AW as a heritage resource in itself has arisen 

relatively recently in the process and is contested for the reasons provided 
and elaborated on in the Urban Design Report. 

 
 It is concluded that the precinct plan as illustrated in the accompanying Urban 

Design Report will have minimal heritage impact on the heritage resources 
identified and the character of the immediate and larger context. 

 
 6. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
 It is thus recommended that IACOM acknowledges that the concerns raised 

in the Interim Comment dated 21 December and the requirements of Section 
38(3) have been addressed and that the precinct plan as illustrated in the 
accompanying Urban Design Report be approved 

 
  
Nicolas Baumann 
23 January 2018 
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OVERVIEW AND FOCUS 

Response to the issues raised at the IACOM meeting on 6th December and Interim Response of 21 December: 
 
1.  Clarify / motivate whether the V&AW is a heritage resource in and of itself 
2.  Understand and clarify the relationship between the Canal District, the V&A Waterfront and heritage resources within and around the 

V&AW  
3.  Respond to the concerns relating to height, especially on parcels L1, M and K 
 
The response comprises the following:  
 
1.  Unpacking the relationship between the V&AW and the CBD: 

a.  An analysis of the character areas making up the V&A Waterfront and surrounds 
b.  An overview of the changed character of the CBD, de Waterkant and Green Point 

2.  A motivation with respect to the ratios and proportions of built and unbuilt space/ built form and the public realm within the precinct 
with an emphasis on achieving appropriate enclosure of public space 

3.  A response to the request to reconsider the heights of L1, M and K 
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URBAN CHARACTER ANALYSIS – CHARACTER DISTRICTS WITHIN AND AROUND THE V&A WATERFRONT 

IACOM request for an “exploration of the relationship 
between the V&A and the CBD, the role of the V&A as a 
whole, the different character zones within the V&A and 
Cape Town Harbour, as well as how it contributes to the 
overall character of the various urban 'fabric elements' 
that make up the city of Cape Town, and the transitional/
gateway role of the Canal District, with its implications for 
building heights” 
 
1.  Delineation of character areas within and around the 

V&A Waterfront in relation to: 

a.  Overall character as defined by:  
•  Built form, grain, height and land use 

b.  Boundaries comprising:  
•  Distinct changes in built form 
•  Physical barriers or interface features (e.g 

Freeways/ Canal) 
c.  Gateways, landmarks and destinations such as: 

•  civic buildings/ destinations,  
•  a connected system of heritage resources  

d.  The primary public realm / captial web: 
•  the public spaces and routes that link these 

(primarily pedestrian)   
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URBAN CHARACTER ANALYSIS – CANAL DISTRICT WITHIN THE CHARACTER DISTRICTS 

Findings with respect to character areas: 
 
1.  The V&A Waterfront’s integral links with Cape Town’s 

origins as a” Port City” should be acknowledged and 
not obscured by an accident of property ownership 

•  The cadastrally defined land area owned by V&A 
Waterfront Holdings (Pty) Ltd is not  a discreet “heritage 
asset” in and of itself.  

•  The V&AW is also not a single place with one character 
but comprises many character areas some of which 
cross the boundaries of the land holdings of the V&A 
Waterfront Holdings (Pty) Ltd. The company property 
holding ≠ a heritage asset in and of itself. 

 
2. The Canal District is edged by a range of different 
character areas but is not ‘harbour edge” in character 
 
•  Within the V&AW The Canal District is not a “Harbour 

fronting” precinct  
•  The district  is abutted by changing, mixed use areas: 
•  The residential Roggebaai Canal precinct to the east 
•  A mixed use area of apartment/ hotel / commercial to 

the west 
•  The reclaimed land of the foreshore’s finance district 

and tall building zone 
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URBAN CHARACTER ANALYSIS – PUBLIC REALM, LANDMARKS AND GATEWAYS 

3. Public space, gateways and landmarks 
 
•  The Canal District forms part of the Central City’s 

network of public spaces, gateways, landmarks and 
heritage resources: 

•  The Canal District PP responds to and reinforces the 
potential to view and experience the battery 
remnants and old water’s edge as part of the system 
of historic coastal fortifications. 
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URBAN CHARACTER ANALYSIS – COMPOSITE IMAGE 
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4. The height profile of the surrounding central city has 
changed and is forecast to change further with a band of 
taller buildings emerging along the foreshore. 
 
•  The height profile of the central city is already 

developing towards greater heights on the foreshore, 
in line with City policy  

•  Development around the canal district has already 
evidenced a dramatic change in land use, character 
and height  

HEIGHTS WITHIN THE BROADER CONTEXT OF THE CANAL DISTRICT AND V&A WATERFRONT 
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GREEN POINT AND DE WATERKANT 

The Signature, De Waterkant 

117 Strand Street Plans for future development (such as the Port Gateway and new 
buildings in de Waterkant, Bo-Kaap and Green Point) will 
accelerate this trend. 
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PORT GATEWAY 

Overall Vision Access & Connectivity 

The V&AW and Canal District 
share many parallels, 
especially around access 
and connectivity 
 
The proposed scheme 
indicates the importance of 
Canal District and a 
entrance to the Port 
Gateway Development 
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CBD HEIGHT PROFILES 

16 on Bree 156 Roggebaai 35 Lower Long 
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FORESHORE FREEWAY BIDS 

Proposal A 

Proposal B 

Proposal C 

Proposal D 

Proposal E 

Proposal F 
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CHANGED SKYLINE OF THE CENTRAL CITY 

The amended Heights for Building ‘L’ and ‘K’ within the wider context of current and proposed buildings 

The amended massing for Canal District within the context of the Central City Skyline and recent and proposed developments 
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SECTIONS ILLUSTRATING PROPOSED HEIGHTS WITHIN THE SURROUNDING CONTEXT  

Section through Dock Road from the CBD to the Silo District  

Section through Canal District to De Waterkant 
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PUBLIC SPACE DEFINITION AND ENCLOSURE 
5. Coverage within the precinct demands sufficient height to properly 
enclose large spaces and wide streets. 
 
The placement of development parcels within the precinct plan has 
given consideration to enhancing the enclosure of the key public 
spaces and routes within the precinct. However this is requires 
consideration in 3 dimensions.  
 
As a result of large spaces (the park, transit plaza and canal forecourt 
space, coverage of the development packages is only 35% (actual 
buildings will have a smaller footprint) and this poses challenges for 
adequate definition of the public realm within the precinct 
 
•  The intention is to activate the frontages at the ground level of 

buildings edging and defining important spaces. Therefore, while 
heights of the tallest buildings have been reduced, the precinct 
plan proposes that: 

•  Buildings edging the Battery Park, Transit Plaza, and Canal 
“forecourt space" (9588/ links etc) are proposed to be of 
sufficient stature to create a sense of enclosure 

•  Parcels K & J are proposed to retain sufficient height to hold 
the southern end of the park and to highlight the Park as an 
significant public amenity in the central city 

•  The scale and locational significance (at a threshold between 
the CBD and Canal) of the “forecourt space” at Dock & 
Buitengracht calls for a landmark building on  ‘L’ 
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Section A-A 

“to be human-scaled, with a moderate to strong 
sense of enclosure. ... An outdoor space's “sense 
of enclosure” is reasonably strong with a height/
width ratio of 1:2 or 1:3” (James, 2013) . 
 
“Beyond the height-to-width ratio of 1:6, all sense 
of enclosure is lost; the width of the space is too 
great and the building height too low (see Figure 
4.6). The condition of enclosure generated by the 
height-to-width ratio of the space is related 
simply to the physiology of the human eye”. 
(Walters and Brown, 2012) 
 

REVISION OF PROPOSED HEIGHTS  

•  Height (H) to width (W) of 
more than 1H:4W is 
SUBURBAN and does not 
provide a sense of enclosure 
(= perceptions of safety, 
comfort etc) 

•  Optimal walkable and 
people friendly spaces are 
1H:2W or 1H:3W is optimal 
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AMENDMENTS TO THE PROPOSED HEIGHTS WITHIN THE CANAL DISTRICT  

6. Proposed reduction of heights and bulk within the precinct: 
 
The following amendments have been made to the heights of buildings 
within the Canal District: 
 
1.  Parcel L has been reduced from 89 m MSL to 68 m MSL 
2.  Parcel K has been reduced from 60 m MSL to 50 m MSL 
3.  Parcel M remains at 58 m 
 
The overall bulk in the precinct has been reduced from 1450 000 m² 
(6 December) to 130 000 m² 
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REVISION TO PROPOSED HEIGHTS AND MASSING  

Section BB:  Illustrating the Amended Heights for Building ‘L’ and ‘K’ 

Previously proposed heights for Building ‘L’ and ‘K’ (6 December) Amended Heights for Building ‘L’ and ‘K’ 
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3D OVERVIEW 

Evident from the image 
is a concentration of a 
number of pockets of 
intensive development 
 
The Canal District is 
envisaged as one of 
several high density 
mixed use zones within 
the broader central city 
 
These zones are 
interspersed with lower 
intensity development 
areas 
 
The envisaged bulk and 
massing in this location 
does not impact 
materially on any 
heritage resources 
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Note: The massing illustrated indicates MAXIMUM development 
envelopes not buildings. The associated bulk cannot take up the full 
extent of the development envelopes. i.e. the full massing as illustrated 
can never be built but merely illustrates the outer limits of each parcel in 
3 dimensions 
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Note: The massing illustrated indicates MAXIMUM development 
envelopes not buildings. The associated bulk cannot take up the full 
extent of the development envelopes. i.e. the full massing as illustrated 
can never be built but merely illustrates the outer limits of each parcel in 
3 dimensions 
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CANAL DISTRICT PRECINCT PLAN 

Section A-A  

Section B-B  
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. Acknowledge that the V&A Waterfront is not a Heritage Resource in and of itself 

•  The V&AW is not a single place with one character but comprises many character areas some of which cross the boundaries of the 
land holdings of the V&A Waterfront Company (Pty) Ltd. The company property holding ≠ a heritage asset in and of itself. The 
defining heritage resource is that the V&A W forms part of the historic “port city” that includes the mountain streams, company 
gardens and defensive structures. 

•  Within the V&AW some character areas have a very strong “harbour” character and contain harbour related heritage resources.  
Other character areas have a stronger connection with the surrounding areas and have no inherent harbour character.  

 
2. Recognise that the Canal District is not a harbour-edge precinct but is defined rather by the canal and surrounding city 
 
•  The boundaries, extent and development rights of the Canal District have shifted over time, along with the alignment of the canal 

and the refinement of the Roggebaai Canal Precinct 

•  The Canal District is not a “Harbour fronting” precinct but rather interfaces with character areas: 
o  The residential and hotel dominated Roggebaai Canal precinct along the Canal to the east  
o  A future mixed use Port Gateway to the north  
o  The mixed use (apartment/ hotel / commercial) zone of lower de Waterkant to the west 

•  The cadastrally defined land area owned by V&A Waterfront Holdings (Pty) Ltd Company is not  a discreet “heritage asset” in and of 
itself. Rather, Cape Town’s origins as a Port City should be acknowledged and not be obscured by an accident of property 
ownership boundaries. 

 
2. Acknowledge that the heights of the surrounding areas have changed and will continue to change. Notwithstanding this, endorse: 
•  The amended heights for L1, K and J as appropriate in height  to ensure adequate enclosure of the public realm.  
•  Endorse the replacement of the the “tower” typology by a graduated family of heights that contain / hold large public spaces 
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